The police are not the army: context-dependent aggressiveness in a clonal ant
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Animals often exhibit particular ‘personalities’, i.e. their behaviour is correlated across different situations. Recent studies suggest that this limitation of behavioural plasticity may be adaptive, since continuous adjustment of one’s behaviour may be time-consuming and costly. In social insects, particularly aggressive workers might efficiently take over fighting in the contexts of both nest defence and ‘policing’, i.e. the regulation of kin conflict in the society. Here, we examine whether workers who engage in aggressive policing in the ant *Platythyrea punctata* play a prominent role also in nest defence against intruders. The participation of individuals in policing and nest defence was highly skewed and a minority of workers exhibited most of the aggression. Workers who attacked reproductive after experimental colony fusion were less active during nest defence and vice versa. This suggests that workers show situation-dependent behavioural plasticity rather than consistently aggressive personalities.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Animals often differ consistently in their behaviour across a wide range of situations. Certain individuals may be always more or less aggressive than others, regardless of whether confronted with a conspecific rival or a predator. Though limiting behavioural plasticity, such ‘behavioural syndromes’ or ‘animal personalities’ may be adaptive rather than the results of physiological or neuroanatomical constraints (Sih *et al.* 2004; Réale *et al.* 2007; Wolf *et al.* 2007).

The efficiency of the division of labour in animal societies might be greatly increased through group members exhibiting different ‘personalities’ (Rueppell *et al.* 2006). For example, particularly aggressive individuals might equally engage in ‘policing’, i.e. the suppression of reproductive conflict within the group (Ratnieks *et al.* 2006), and defence against rivals and competitors from outside (Clutton-Brock & Parker 1995; Frank 1996; Kitchen & Beehner 2007).

We investigated whether group members with a particularly aggressive ‘personality’ take over both nest defence and policing in the ant *Platythyrea punctata*. All workers of this species are potentially capable of producing female offspring from unfertilized eggs by thelytokous parthenogenesis (Heinze & Hölldobler 1995), and most colonies are clones (Schilder *et al.* 1999; Hartmann *et al.* 2005a). Though kin conflict is thus not expected from relatedness, a reproductive division of labour with one, rarely a few laying workers is maintained by dominance and policing (Heinze & Hölldobler 1995; Hartmann *et al.* 2003, 2005b), presumably because egg-laying by too many reproductives would lower colony efficiency (Hartmann *et al.* 2003; see also Pirk *et al.* 2003 for Cape honeybees, *Apis mellifera capensis*).

Population genetic data suggest that unrelated colonies may merge in nature when nest sites are limited (Hartmann *et al.* 2005a). Indeed, in a recent study (Kellner *et al.* in press) colonies readily fused in laboratory experiments. However, beginning within 30 min after merging, aggression among reproductives and attacks by non-reproductive workers against reproductives reduce the number of reproductives to one within days. Attacks by non-reproductives are not preferentially directed against the unrelated reproductive but closely resemble attacks against new reproductives in standard policing experiments (Hartmann *et al.* 2003). We thus consider aggression of non-reproductives towards reproductives after fusion as ‘worker policing’.

Policing is often taken over by an ‘elite’ of particularly strong or dominant individuals (Frank 1996; Stroeymeyt *et al.* 2007). If ‘behavioural syndromes’ existed in *P. punctata*, ‘police’ workers would also engage more in colony defence against intruders. To test this hypothesis we compared the aggressiveness of individual workers during policing after colony fusion and during defence against introduced alien ants.

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

We studied the behaviour of individually paint-marked workers in eight colonies, each resulting from the experimental fusion of two formerly separate thelytokous colonies (colony sizes directly after fusion: 11 to 27; fusion details given in Kellner *et al.* (in press) and the electronic supplementary material). Ten to 60 days after fusion, the fused colonies (colony sizes in this experiment: 5–21) were successively confronted with single workers of four sympatric ant species (‘enemies’, *Odontomachus* sp., *Pachycondyla* stigma, *Solenospora invecta*, *Camponotus* sp.). We recorded the frequency of attacks by non-reproductive *P. punctata* workers towards reproductives after colony fusion and against introduced enemies. For both situations, the frequency distributions of attacks per worker were tested for goodness of fit to a Poisson distribution (assuming a similar likelihood of attacking for all individuals, i.e. random sharing of aggression) separately per colony and pooled over all colonies to determine whether some individuals were more aggressive than others (χ²-tests).

In four of eight fused colonies, some highly aggressive workers died during the experiments. In each of the remaining four colonies (colony sizes: 15–21), we determined the four most aggressive non-reproductives after fusion (‘police’) and the four most aggressive non-reproductives against intruders (‘army’). In order to test whether workers were equally aggressive across the situations, we compared the proportional aggression of these workers in one situation with their proportional aggression in the other situation over all four colonies using Wilcoxon matched-pairs tests. Statistical analyses were performed with STATISTICA 6.0 (StatSoft Inc. 2001). For details see the electronic supplementary material.

In experimentally fused colonies, after fusion, remarkable aggression was directed against surplus reproductives. Furthermore, attacks against introduced *Odontomachus*, *Solenopsis* and *Camponotus* resulted in their elimination within 30 min. Only *P. stigma* workers successfully defended themselves, even killing some *P. punctata* workers. In both experiments, a minority of non-reproductive workers engaged in a disproportionally large part of aggression. Other individuals avoided fighting, even though all had a similar likelihood of encountering surplus reproductives or alien ants because of small nest sizes (8 × 5.5 × 0.5 cm, see the electronic supplementary material) and the rapid movements of the attacked ants. The frequency distribution of attacks per worker significantly deviated from random ($\chi^2$-tests, $p < 0.05$ for each colony and both situations, see figure 1 for pooled data). Reproductives were aggressive towards each other after colony fusion but rarely attacked alien ants.

Each of the four most aggressive police workers per colony initiated on average 11 per cent of the attacks after fusion ($n = 16$, median, quartiles 8%, 15%), but had a considerably lower share in aggression against enemies (median 5%, quartiles 2%, 6%, Wilcoxon matched-pairs test, $Z = 3.46$, $p < 0.001$, figure 2). Similarly, most of the four most aggressive army workers per colony ($n = 16$, median 12%, quartiles 1%, 14% of attacks against introduced ants), had engaged much less in aggression after fusion (median 3%, quartiles 0%, 7%, $Z = 3.52$, $p < 0.001$).
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Figure 2. Share in aggression (medians, percentile, range without outliers) of the four most aggressive non-reproductive *P. punctata* workers in each of four colonies after fusion ('police') and against enemies ('army') in two situations: colony fusion (grey bars) and enemy introduction (white bars). Aggressiveness is situation-dependent: police workers are less aggressive against enemies and army workers are less aggressive during fusion (Wilcoxon matched-pairs tests, *n* = 16 in both comparisons).

4. DISCUSSION

Our experimental setup reveals patterns of potential disposition to aggression among workers in *P. punctata* colonies. Only a few individuals initiated a disproportionally large part of worker policing in colony fusion experiments, and likewise only few workers engaged disproportionately in attacks against introduced alien ants. Different workers took over aggression in the different situations. Police workers less frequently attacked enemies, while nest defenders were less active in policing. This suggests that aggressiveness is context-specific, though similar types of behaviour are involved. Aggressiveness is often governed by single physiological and endocrine pathways (Kravitz & Huber 2003) and therefore is correlated across situations (Sih et al. 2004; Rueppell et al. 2006). In contrast, the physiological mechanisms underlying aggression in *P. punctata* appear to be more flexible.

This behavioural plasticity refutes the hypothesis of an 'aggression syndrome' in *P. punctata*. Age polytheism, with individuals switching with age from safe indoor tasks to more risky tasks, such as nest defence, cannot explain our results, because the time interval between the experiments was short relative to the life expectancy of *P. punctata* workers (Hartmann & Heinze 2003). Furthermore, from age polytheism we would expect that workers who had been aggressive after fusion exhibit similar aggression several weeks later against enemies.

Instead, our data match the hypothesis that individuals in insect societies who engage in policing are often 'hopeful reproductives', who begin laying eggs themselves once the old reproductives are removed (e.g. Wenseleers et al. 2005; Stroeymeyt et al. 2007). Individuals with greater expected future fitness often invest less in helping and refrain from dangerous tasks, thus saving their resources for future reproduction (Cant & Field 2005; Field et al. 2006; Field & Cant 2009). Ant queens and female sexuals hide when the nest is attacked and leave nest defence to workers (Wilson 1971), and dominant workers in the ant *Harpagoxenus sublaevis* or in Cape honeybees engage less in helping than low-ranking individuals (Bourke 1988; Neumann et al. 2003). In analogy, *P. punctata* workers with a high reproductive potential may cede dangerous nest defence to lower ranking, perhaps older workers with low reproductive potential. Dominant, younger workers might directly or indirectly benefit from aggressively excluding rivals from egg-laying. As documented by Brunnert al. (2009), those *P. punctata* workers who most actively engage in policing usually also take over reproduction when the old egg-layer is removed.

Division of aggression between policing and nest defence therefore differs strikingly between highly eusocial insects and naked mole-rats (*Heterocephalus glaber*; Bennett & Faulkes 2000), and social animals with totipotent individuals, such as primates, 'primitively' eusocial paper wasps, and Damaraland mole rats (*Cryptomys damarensis*). In the latter taxa, high-ranking individuals attack both predators and potential usurpers from within and outside the group (Judd 2000; Cooney 2002; Kitchen & Beehner 2007). They have the most to lose, while low rankers may have a reasonable chance of reproducing away from the nest or would suffer higher costs from aggression (Heinsohn & Legge 1999; Cant & Field 2005). This difference might reflect the distinction between indirect fitness-driven sociality with sterile helpers and cooperative breeding, in which helpers may gain both indirect and direct fitness (Korb & Heinze 2008). Although colonies of *P. punctata* consist of totipotent individuals, the species has evolved from highly eusocial ancestors (Hartmann et al. 2005a) and thus belongs to the first class of social animals. Dominance and policing may have been retained in spite of regular clanolty due to occasional colony fusion in the field and sporadic sexual reproduction because they may maintain colony efficiency.
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